Abstract: Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the most common cause of death globally. To detect CAD noninvasively at an early stage before clinical symptoms occur is still nowadays challenging. Analysis of the variation of heartbeat interval (RRI) opens a new avenue for evaluating the functional change of cardiovascular system which is accepted to occur at the subclinical stage of CAD. In addition, systolic time interval (STI) and diastolic time interval (DTI) also show potential. There may be coupling in these electromechanical time series due to their physiological connection. However, to the best of our knowledge no publication has systematically investigated how can the coupling be measured and how it changes in CAD patients. In this study, we enrolled 39 CAD patients and 36 healthy subjects and for each subject the electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmography (PPG) signals were recorded simultaneously for 5 min. The RRI series, STI series, and DTI series were constructed, respectively. We used linear cross correlation (CC), coherence function (CF), as well as nonlinear mutual information (MI), cross conditional entropy (XCE), cross sample entropy (XSampEn), and cross fuzzy entropy (XFuzzyEn) to analyse the bivariate RRI-DTI coupling, RRI-STI coupling, and STI-DTI coupling, respectively. Our results suggest that the linear CC and CF generally have no significant difference between the two groups for all three types of bivariate coupling. The MI only shows weak change in RRI-DTI coupling. By comparison, the three entropy-based coupling measurements show significantly decreased coupling in CAD patients except XSampEn for RRI-DTI coupling (less significant) and XCE for STI-DTI and RRI-STI coupling (not significant). Additionally, the XFuzzyEn performs best as it was still significant if we further applied the Bonferroni correction in our statistical analysis. Our study indicates that the intrinsic electromechanical coupling is most probably nonlinear and can better be measured by nonlinear entropy-based measurements especially the XFuzzyEn. Besides, CAD patients are accompanied by a loss of electromechanical coupling. Our results suggest that cardiac electromechanical coupling may potentially serve as a noninvasive diagnostic tool for CAD.
Introduction
The variation of heartbeat interval (HRV) has long been used for evaluating cardiovascular function, as it is accepted to be capable of shedding light upon the underlying control mechanism [1, 2] . Researchers have studied the linear and nonlinear features of HRV for different positions (e.g., the supine, left lateral and right lateral positions), and the features were fed into classifiers for the purpose of classifying normal and coronary artery disease (CAD) states in previous studies [3] [4] [5] [6] .
purpose of classifying normal and coronary artery disease (CAD) states in previous studies [3] [4] [5] [6] . Systole (heart contraction) and diastole (heart relaxation), apart from heartbeat which primarily reflects the electrical activity of the heart, are fundamental mechanical cardiac activities. In addition to heartbeat interval (RRI), the systole time interval (STI) and diastole time interval (DTI) are also potentially applicable for examining cardiovascular conditions, as evidenced by a couple of publications [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Physiologically, the cardiac cycle (indicated by heartbeat interval or RRI) is composed of the systole, the diastole, and the intervening pause [18] . Due to this physiological connection, coupling might be tracked between the electromechanical time series. Liu et al. [12] showed experimental evidence to the fact that cardiac systole is relatively stable whereas the diastole is more flexible to change with heart rate; variation in heart rate is preferentially expressed in diastolic interval. This was still true during exercise stage [12] . Similar results were demonstrated by Carrasco-Sosa and Guillén-Mandujano [13] . Using radial artery pressure (RAP) wave-derived foot-to-notch and notch-to-foot intervals as surrogate systolic and diastolic time intervals, Li et al. examined the coupling between RRI and DTI series through multiscale multivariate entropy analysis [14, 15] . They concluded that RRI and DTI were tightly coupled in healthy young subjects whereas this RRI-DTI coupling was reduced over small time scales in healthy aged subjects [15] , and over both small and large time scales in heart failure patients [14] . With regard to the use of surrogate intervals, Li et al. proved that RAP-derived foot-to-notch and notch-to-foot intervals could indicate similar relation to heart rate and age to previous knowledge concluded from heart sound or Doppler flow signals based studies [16] , suggesting the validity of RAP-derived intervals used as surrogates. In addition, some studies used electrocardiogram (ECG)-derived QT and TQ intervals as surrogates and demonstrated that the systolic-diastolic interaction as reflected by QT/TQ ratio was capable of detecting cardiac autonomic neuropathy in diabetes [8] , recognizing long QT interval syndrome [17] , and evaluating the arrhythmogenic risk [9] .
Generally, coupling phenomena are very common in physiology [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Previous studies have developed a vast number of methods in order to measure coupling [22, 28, 29] . Those established coupling methods can be roughly derived into two groups-linear and nonlinear measurements. The linear coupling measurements are mainly the correlation coefficient (CC) in time-domain and coherence function (CF) in frequency-domain [29] . The nonlinear ones include, e.g., mutual information (MI) [28] , cross entropy approaches such as cross-conditional entropy (XCE) [20, 30, 31] , cross-sample entropy (XSampEn) [23, [31] [32] [33] [34] and cross-fuzzy entropy (XFuzzyEn) [23, [33] [34] [35] , as well as synchronization approaches (generalized synchronization [36] , phase synchronization [37, 38] , and event synchronization [39] , etc., to be specific). In order to objectively examine the electromechanical coupling, comprehensive analyses and comparisons based on the aforementioned coupling methods should be conducted. Only the linear interaction applied in [8, 9, 40] and nonlinear entropy approach applied in [23, 27, 34] are not adequate and may lead to bias conclusion.
Therefore, this study aimed to investigate systematically the electromechanical coupling through various coupling methods. The linear CC, CF, as well as nonlinear MI, XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn will be used. Electromechanical coupling, as indicated by bivariate RRI-STI coupling, RRI-DTI coupling, and STI-DTI coupling analysis, will be examined and compared between healthy subjects and patients with CAD. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of this study. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the algorithms of the coupling measurements. Experimental data and processing procedures are provided in Section 3. Analyzing results are shown in Section 4, followed by discussions in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6.
Algorithms of Coupling Measurements

Linear Measurements
Correlation Coefficient (CC)
For two series tx piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu and ty piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu, CC is defined as [22, 41] :
where N is the length of the signals; x and y indicate the mean values of x and y, respectively; σ 2 x and σ 2 y indicate the variances of x and y, respectively. CC quantifies the linear correlation between x and y. If x and y are less linearly correlated, CC will be close to zero. Conversely, if they are more linearly correlated, CC will be larger. CC = 1 indicates x and y are completely linear correlated (y " f pxq where f indicates a linear transfer function).
Coherence Function (CF)
CF between two series tx piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu and ty piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu is a real-valued function which is defined as [29] :
where P XY p f q is the cross-spectral density between the two series, and P XX p f q and P YY p f q the autospectral density of x piq and y piq, respectively. Average of CF XY was used as the coupling measurement in this study.
Nonlinear Measurements
Mutual Information (MI)
MI is derived from the information theory. First bin the state spaces of two time-series tx piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu and ty pjq , j " 1, 2, . . . , Nu by M x and M y , respectively. Denote the weight of the i-th (or j-th) bin of tx piq , i " 1, 2, . . . , Nu (or ty pjq , j " 1, 2, . . . , Nu) by p x piq and p y pjq, respectively. The MI of the two series can be defined as [28] :
where H pXq and H pYq denote the Shannon entropies of the respective marginal distributions p x piq, p y pjq with i " 1, . . . , M x , j " 1, . . . , M y , e.g.,
and H pX, Yq denotes the Shannon entropy of the joint distribution p xy pi, jq, i.e.,
Cross-Conditional Entropy (XCE)
Consider a pair of normalized series (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) x piq and y piq, i " 1, 2, . . . , N. Given the embedding dimension m, time delay τ, and the quantization level ξ, XCE is defined as follows [30, 31] :
The full range of time series is divided into a fixed number of ξ values labeled from zero to ξ´1. The coarse-graining resolution thus equals rmax px, yq´min px, yqs {ξ. It renders x piq and y piq sequences of symbols x ! piq and y ! piq, i " 1, 2, . . . , N.
(2) State space reconstruction Form X m piq and YX m`1 pjq by:
respectively, where
The vectors X m piq and YX m`1 pjq can be codified in decimal format as:
thus rendering each sequence of vectors X m piq and YX m`1 pjq series of integer numbers w i and z j with w i ranging from zero to pξ´1q (4) Probability estimation Estimate the probability of each possible value for w i and z j by the corresponding frequency. (5) XCE calculation Define XCE by:
where SE pq calculates the Shannon entropy of a specific distribution, perc pmq is the percentage of patterns w i found only once in the data set, SE y Consider a pair of normalized series (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) x piq and y piq, i " 1, 2, . . . , N. Given the embedding dimension m, time delay τ, and threshold parameter r, XSampEn is defined as follows [31, 32] :
(1) State space reconstruction Form X m piq and Y m pjq by:
Y m pjq " ry pjq , y pj`τq ,¨¨¨, y pj`pm´1q τqs ,
respectively, where 1 ď i, j ď N´mτ.
(2) Ranking similar vectors Define the distance (d) between two vectors by:
where |||| indicates the maximum norm. Then define:
where 1 ď i, j ď N´mτ, Θ pq the Heaviside step function (i.e., Θ pxq " 0 if x ă 0, and Θ pxq " 1 otherwise). Define A pm`1q i prq similarly according to steps (1) and (2). (3
) XSampEn calculation
Define XSampEn by:
XSampEn pm, τ, rq "´ln
Cross-Fuzzy Entropy (XFuzzyEn)
For a pair of normalized series (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) x piq and y piq, XFuzzyEn can be defined similarly as XSampEn except that the Heaviside step function in (14) is replaced with a fuzzy membership function [35] :
(16)
Further Explanation of the Methods Used
Among the above-reviewed six methods, CC and CF are only sensitive to the linear dependence of the two time series, which is not always the case in real-world physiological systems. Under the regulation of the autonomic nervous system, the cardiac system responds either immediately or within certain time-delays to the internal and external stimuli. As a result, the cardiac electrical and mechanical activities can exhibit short-and long-term correlations across different temporal scales which is a typical nonlinear phenomenon. The electromechanical coupling may thus also be nonlinear. That is basically why we decided to use both linear and nonlinear methods in this study. The latter four methods-MI, XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn-are all able to detect nonlinear coupling. But in the meantime, they may suffer from parameter determination issues. Methodologically, all four of these methods require predefined parameters but there is currently no general and widely-accepted method regarding how to define these parameters properly. The parameter-dependence may be further aggravated for short-length data which can further affect the statistical performance such as the robustness and consistency. The XFuzzyEn, a refined XSampEn method in fact based on fuzzy logic, was proved less dependent to input parameters and performed better especially for short-length data.
Experimental Data and Processing Procedures
Subjects
A total of 36 healthy subjects and 39 CAD patients were studied in this work. All healthy subjects underwent routine ECG and echocardiography examinations combined with medical history questionnaires to confirm their health status. CAD patients were recruited from those who were scheduled an interventional surgery. Only patients whose coronary angiography result indicated that at least one main coronary branch had an over 50% stenosis were enrolled. ECG and echocardiography examinations were also implemented before surgery. Subjects with frequent ectopic beats or left ventricular ejection fraction less than 50% were excluded prior to participation. All subjects gave their informed consent. The study obtained full approval from the Institutional Review Board of Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital. Table 1 shows their basic characteristics. 
Protocol
ECG and fingertip photoplethysmography (PPG) signals were recorded using a cardiovascular function detection device (CV FD-II, Jinan Huiyironggong Tech. Co., Ltd., Jinan, China) in a quiet and temperature controlled (25˘3˝C) measurement room at Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital, Shandong University. ECG electrodes were attached to the right wrist and right and left ankles to obtain a standard limb lead-II configuration. The plethysmograph is clipped to the tip of the left forefinger. Before the formal measurement, participants were asked to lie supine on a measurement bed for 10 min rest to allow the cardiovascular system stabilized. Then ECG and PPG signals were recorded simultaneously for 5 min at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. During the whole measurement, participants were told to breathe regularly and gently.
Construction of RRI, STI, and DTI Time-Series
RRI, STI, and DTI series were used to electrical and mechanical time series, as mentioned in the Introduction. In order to construct these time-series, certain feature points were extracted firstly from the ECG and PPG recordings based on customized MATLAB (Version R2013a, MathWorks, USA) programs. Specifically, R-wave peaks of ECG signals were extracted by a template-matching method [42] . The systolic feet and dicrotic notches of PPG signals were detected with the help of the first-and second-order differential counterparts of PPG [14, 15, 43] . The raw RRI series was then formed by consecutive R-R intervals. The raw STI series was constructed by interval between the systolic foot and dicrotic notch of PPG waveform in the same cardiac cycle, whereas DTI by interval between the dicrotic notch and the systolic foot of the following cardiac cycle. A schematic diagram describing their construction procedures can be found in Figure 2 . Anomalous intervals due to ectopic beats or poor signal quality in RRI series were finally detected and removed [44] . Meanwhile, the corresponding intervals in STI and DTI were also removed in order to consolidate their lengths. Note here none of the participants with more than 10% anomalous intervals was screened. signals were recorded simultaneously for 5 min at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. During the whole measurement, participants were told to breathe regularly and gently.
RRI, STI, and DTI series were used to electrical and mechanical time series, as mentioned in the Introduction. In order to construct these time-series, certain feature points were extracted firstly from the ECG and PPG recordings based on customized MATLAB (Version R2013a, MathWorks, USA) programs. Specifically, R-wave peaks of ECG signals were extracted by a template-matching method [42] . The systolic feet and dicrotic notches of PPG signals were detected with the help of the first-and second-order differential counterparts of PPG [14, 15, 43] . The raw RRI series was then formed by consecutive R-R intervals. The raw STI series was constructed by interval between the systolic foot and dicrotic notch of PPG waveform in the same cardiac cycle, whereas DTI by interval between the dicrotic notch and the systolic foot of the following cardiac cycle. A schematic diagram describing their construction procedures can be found in Figure 2 . Anomalous intervals due to ectopic beats or poor signal quality in RRI series were finally detected and removed [44] . Meanwhile, the corresponding intervals in STI and DTI were also removed in order to consolidate their lengths. Note here none of the participants with more than 10% anomalous intervals was screened. 
RRI-STI, RRI-DTI, and STI-DTI Coupling Analysis
The above-reviewed six coupling measurements (i.e., CC, CF, MI, XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn) were applied to bivariate RRI-STI series, RRI-DTI series, and STI-DTI series. 
The above-reviewed six coupling measurements (i.e., CC, CF, MI, XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn) were applied to bivariate RRI-STI series, RRI-DTI series, and STI-DTI series. M x and M y were set equally at M = 256 for MI. For XCE, the quantization level ξ was set at 6. The threshold value r was set at 0.2 for both XSampEn and XFuzzyEn. The embedding dimension m and time delay τ were set at 2 and 1, respectively, for XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn.
Statistical Analysis
Results of all coupling measurements were compared between healthy subjects and CAD patients by the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test since our sample size was relatively small. Statistical significance was accepted at p < 0.05. Furthermore, p < 0.008 (=0.05/6) was accepted as more significant in order to reduce the type I error as suggested by Bonferroni correction. Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software (Ver. 20, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Figure 3 shows two examples of RRI, STI, and DTI time-series from a healthy subject and a CAD patient, respectively. On a whole, the absolute values of all three series decrease in the CAD patient compared with the healthy subject, indicating an increased heart rate. Besides, DTI and RRI show large fluctuations and they seem to be highly synchronized in both subjects, whereas STI has relatively small variance and does not indicate clear relation to the other two series. compared with the healthy subject, indicating an increased heart rate. Besides, DTI and RRI show large fluctuations and they seem to be highly synchronized in both subjects, whereas STI has relatively small variance and does not indicate clear relation to the other two series. 
Results
RRI-DTI Coupling Analysis Results
Results of the six coupling measurements on RRI-DTI analysis are given in Table 2 . CC, CF, and MI decrease whereas XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn increase in CAD patients compared with healthy subjects, all of which indicate a reduced RRI-DTI coupling. However, among the six measurements, only XCE and XFuzzyEn show statistically significant increase (both p ≤ 0.03). Differences of CC, MI, and XSampEn results are all less significant (p = 0.06, 0.05, and 0.07, respectively). CF does not suggest significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.82). 
Results of the six coupling measurements on RRI-DTI analysis are given in Table 2 . CC, CF, and MI decrease whereas XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn increase in CAD patients compared with healthy subjects, all of which indicate a reduced RRI-DTI coupling. However, among the six measurements, only XCE and XFuzzyEn show statistically significant increase (both p ď 0.03). Differences of CC, MI, and XSampEn results are all less significant (p = 0.06, 0.05, and 0.07, respectively). CF does not suggest significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.82). Table 3 summarizes the STI-DTI coupling analysis results. Similar to RRI-DTI coupling, the STI-DTI coupling reduces in CAD patients as indicated by the decreased CC, CF, and MI as well as the increased XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn. However, only XFuzzyEn among the six measurements shows statistical significance (p < 0.008); XCE and XSampEn show less statistical significance (p = 0.08 and p = 0.05); no significant difference between the two groups is indicated by CC, CF, and MI (p = 0.25, p = 0.55, and p = 0.36, respectively). 
STI-DTI Coupling Analysis Results
RRI-STI Coupling Analysis Results
The RRI-STI coupling analysis results are shown in Table 4 . All measurements again indicate a reduced RRI-STI coupling in CAD patients compared with healthy subjects except XCE which suggests a tiny increase of coupling. Additionally, among the six coupling measurements, still only the change of XFuzzyEn has statistical significance (p < 0.008). CC and XSampEn are both less significant (p = 0.08 and p = 0.04, respectively). CF, MI, and XCE however do not suggest statistically significant difference (all p > 0.05). 
Discussion
Coronary artery disease (CAD) has attracted the interest of many researchers for its high morbidity and mortality. Many studies have been performed based on analysis of body surface signals for the purpose of realizing CAD noninvasive detection. Diastolic heart sounds was analysed by a technique using wavelet analysis and artificial neural network to detect CAD [45] . While diastolic murmurs were studied by Zhao and Ma [46] , they proposed a technique based on the empirical mode decomposition-teager energy operator for feature extraction and back propagation neural network as the classifier for CAD diagnosis. Babaoglu et al. [47] reported the effects of principle component analysis on the assessment of heart rate, blood pressure and exercise time during the exercise stress test with support vector machine in CAD determination. The same year, they employed binary particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm techniques to select useful features from exercise stress testing data obtained from the same dataset [48] . Patidar et al. presented a new method for diagnosis of CAD using tunable-Q wavelet transform based features extracted from heart rate signals [49] . Many linear and nonlinear parameters are extracted from heart rate signals and used as diagnostic features to predict the subjects with CAD [3] [4] [5] [6] , the features were then fed into classifiers for automated diagnosis of CAD subjects [4] [5] [6] . In our previous publication, we have reported the univariate analysis results for RRI and DTI (analysis of RRI is also performed in this study, the results are shown in Table S1 in supplementary materials), using sample entropy, fuzzy entropy, and refined fuzzy entropy. The results showed only the refined fuzzy entropy of DTI had significant difference between CAD patients and healthy subjects [10] . In another previous study, we found that the RRI-DTI coupling in heart failure patients had dramatically changes [14] , so we came up with the current idea of exploring the changes in electromechanical coupling.
This work systematically explored the electromechanical coupling using six widely-used coupling measurements-cross correlation (CC), coherence function (CF), mutual information (MI), cross-conditional entropy (XCE), cross-sample entropy (XSampEn), and cross-fuzzy entropy (XFuzzyEn). Overall, our results indicated a loss of electromechanical coupling in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD). Generally, the RR interval (RRI)-diastolic time interval (DTI), systolic time interval (STI)-DTI, and RRI-STI coupling all decreased in CAD patients compared with healthy subjects, but the statistical significance varied among different analysis-XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn all showed significant for the three coupling analysis except XSampEn for RRI-DTI and XCE for STI-DTI and RRI-STI coupling analysis whereas CC, CF, and MI generally did not show statistical significance for all three coupling analysis. If we further applied the Bonferroni correction, only XFuzzyEn for STI-DTI and RRI-STI coupling analysis showed statistical significance. On one hand, the decrease is reminiscent of previous studies on RRI-DTI coupling which have proved that both healthy aged subjects and heart failure patients are accompanied with decreased RRI-DTI coupling [14] . According to our results, patients with CAD display a loss of electromechanical coupling. This loss suggests that the dysfunction of cardiovascular system might lead to reduced electromechanical coordination, which could be explained by silent myocardial ischemia [50] . The stimuli for mechanical and chemical receptors in ventricular wall caused by myocardial ischemia and hypoxia will change the balance of cardiac autonomic regulation. Myocardial ischemia thus might combine to alternation in excitability, conduction, contractility and abnormal automaticity [50] [51] [52] , which may then lead to the loss of cardiac ability-immediate mechanical response to the electrical pacing period [14] and irregular contractions. On the other hand, the results suggest that compared with linear CC, CF, and nonlinear MI, the three entropy-based measurements-XCE, XSampEn, and XFuzzyEn-perform better in measuring the electromechanical coupling. This is in accordance with many previous studies which have shown that entropy-based methods generally are better capable for measuring nonlinear features of cardiovascular system [10, 26, 32, 53] . Furthermore, XFuzzyEn performed best which supports our previous study that the refined fuzzy membership function is capable to improve the stability and distinguishability of traditional entropy measures [10] .
We used six different methods and the results showed that some methods were able and some unable to detect the differences between groups. Besides, the three cross entropy methods worked better in term of statistical significance. We expect that different methods will unveil different aspects of coupling, which means the three cross entropy methods can provide additional information. Therefore, correlation analysis between entropy-based measurements and others were further performed in order to better understand our results. Figures 4-6 summarize the correlation analysis results for the three coupling types, respectively. The fitting lines and the corresponding R and p values are also shown when significant correlation is reported. Almost all entropy-based measurements were not correlated with others for STI-DTI and RRI-STI coupling except XCE which indicated a weak correlation with CC for STI-DTI coupling in healthy subjects (p = 0.04). The results of entropy-based and other methods with no correlation can support our hypothesis that the cross entropy did provide additional information which can be attributed to the intrinsic coupling in electromechanical time series may be nonlinear in nature as they are mostly not correlated with the other three methods for RRI-STI and STI-DTI coupling, even in some cases both the cross entropy and the other methods showed significant difference between groups. But for RRI-DTI coupling, they are highly correlated. We assumed that this tightly correlation might come from the clear linear relation between RRI and DTI which might have a considerable weight even in the nonlinear cross entropy results. Additionally, Figure 3 shows averagely decreased RR interval in the CAD patients which suggests an increased resting heart rate. This phenomenon has been reported in cardiac autonomic neuropathy positive subjects [8, 54] . This can be explained that silent myocardial ischemia might result in the depression of blood pressure, which further induce barorecepter reflex [55] . The higher heart rate could bring about incomplete relaxation of ventricle, and might further lead to left ventricular hypertrophy-an important prognostic marker in CAD patients [56, 57] . Besides, the variation of DTI well follows RRI in both the healthy subject and the CAD patients, as shown in Figure 3 , which might demonstrate certain evidence regarding why linear measurements failed in the detection of electromechanical coupling-the coupling change is nonlinear in nature whereas the linear correlation between time-series is unchanged.
Our results indicate that patients with established CAD showed decreased cardiac electromechanical coupling. To test whether this loss in cardiac electromechanical coupling accompanies CAD development, it should be worth tracking its longitudinal change in subjects that do not have CAD at baseline but develop clinical evident CAD at follow-up. It will also be interesting to test whether this coupling could be restored in CAD patients after certain clinical interventions (e.g., intracoronary stenting). These two studies could help to understand whether the cardiac electromechanical coupling can work as a noninvasive biomarker for CAD. In addition, we have previously investigated how the complexity levels of RRI and DTI respectively change between CAD patients and healthy subjects. Since we did not perform classification in both the previous univariate study and the current bivariate coupling study, we can hardly compare these two results only according to the statistical significance (p values). Besides, a combination of both univariate and bivariate methods may potentially be better for classifying CAD patients from healthy volunteers compared with each separate performance. In our future studies, we plan to explore proper classifiers to test both classification performance and to possibly combine the univariate and bivariate analysis results with an aim of classifying CAD patients from healthy subjects. Furthermore, researchers have found the advantage of symbolic coupling traces to analyze coupling of HRV and blood pressure variability in sleep disorder patients [58] [59] [60] , this might provide us new ideas in further study. Additionally, Figure 3 shows averagely decreased RR interval in the CAD patients which suggests an increased resting heart rate. This phenomenon has been reported in cardiac autonomic neuropathy positive subjects [8, 54] . This can be explained that silent myocardial ischemia might result in the depression of blood pressure, which further induce barorecepter reflex [55] . The higher heart rate could bring about incomplete relaxation of ventricle, and might further lead to left ventricular hypertrophy-an important prognostic marker in CAD patients [56, 57] . Besides, the variation of DTI well follows RRI in both the healthy subject and the CAD patients, as shown in Figure 3 , which might demonstrate certain evidence regarding why linear measurements failed in the detection of electromechanical coupling-the coupling change is nonlinear in nature whereas the linear correlation between time-series is unchanged.
Our results indicate that patients with established CAD showed decreased cardiac 
Conclusions
This study systematically investigated the RRI-DTI, STI-DTI, and RRI-STI coupling in healthy subjects and CAD patients using six widely applied coupling measurements. Our results indicate that electromechanical coupling could be better measured by nonlinear entropy-based methods. Besides, CAD patients displayed a loss of electromechanical coupling. Our study provides an indication that cardiac electromechanical coupling may potentially work as a noninvasive diagnostic tool for CAD, though the results are very preliminary indeed. To further test this hypothesis, additional studies as discussed above are warranted. Besides, such a noninvasive tool could also be helpful for long-term monitoring of CAD patients and the evaluation of different intervention approaches and prognosis in clinical practice.
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